Cast Aluminum Solutions Wins 2019 Inc. 5000 Award!

Cast Aluminum Solutions (CAS) is very proud to announce the company has won a prestigious 2019 Inc. 5000 Award.

Inc. 5000 Awards celebrate America’s fastest-growing private companies, charting their revenue and growth as they compete in very competitive marketplaces. This is the second year in a row, and the third time overall, CAS has made the Inc. 5000 list.

This link shows the details:
https://www.inc.com/profile/cast-aluminum-solutions

Inc. Editor in Chief James Ledbetter said, “The companies on this year’s Inc. 5000 have followed so many different paths to success. There’s no single course you can follow or any one investment you can take that will guarantee this kind of spectacular growth. But what all Inc. 5000 Winners have in common is persistence and the ability seize opportunity.”

CAS is involved in the global semiconductor and wafer processing market (micro-electronics for smart phones, computers and connected devices). The company’s CAST-X Heaters are utilized throughout the natural gas industry (as one of the only heaters capable of heating flammable liquids & gases). CAS also contributes heavily to innovations in space exploration, medical device development, and the commercial food & beverage industries.

Jeffrey Awe, Marketing Director at CAS explained, “from our CAST-X Heaters - which are widely used to heat media such as jet fuel, natural gas, and liquid oxygen - to our critical in-chamber heating devices for the semiconductor wafer processing industry, our products leverage the CAS Team’s engineering expertise to bring unique thermal solutions to highly-specialized industrial applications.”

Cast Aluminum Solutions is located in Batavia, IL. The company serves original equipment manufacturers and end-users worldwide through its offices in North America, Europe, and Asia.

Cast Aluminum Solutions is managed by LV2 Equity Partners.
For more information, please see www.CastAluminumSolutions.com or https://www.lv2partners.com